
Concrete Plant Operator Resume
Job Objective

Seeking a Concrete Plant Operator position that offers an immediate challenge, career opportunity and advancement

Summary of Qualifications:
Strong accomplished experience in operating various pieces of equipment used in heavy construction such as
dozers, backhoes, mixers, and rollers
Excellent knowledge of DOT and CDL regulations
Good mathematical and mechanical skills
Amazing ability to work year-round in extreme temperatures, both HOT and COLD
Ability to climb up and down ladders to check cement silos and mixing box
Remarkable ability to work independently with attention to detail
Ability to effectively prioritize assignments to meet long-term and short-term deadlines

Work Experience:
Concrete Plant Operator, May 2004 Present
Shaw Constructors, Inc, Roxbury, CT

Delivered ready mix concrete to various job sites.
Ensured truck safety and good operating condition.
Monitored the condition of loads so they arrive to customer expectations and specifications.
Adhered to safe driving practices en route to and from the job site as well as on the job site.
Maintained plant equipment and made sure it was in proper operating condition.
Weighed up materials according to proper mix design for batches of concrete.
Performed all inventory duties and ordered materials for replenishment.

Concrete Plant Operator, March 2002– April 2004
Delaware Valley Concrete, Roxbury, CT

Handled customers inquiries related to concrete and concrete procedures.
Helped Sales force related to customers on problems they were having.
Performed weekly test of harden concrete to ensure product quality.
Monitored concrete strength and set up data base to record and ensured production quality and production costs.
Handled and monitored customer complaints to address target areas.
Weighed up materials according to proper mix design for batches of concrete
Monitored workloads and drivers.
Performed all inventory duties and ordered materials for replenishment.

Education:
High School Diploma, Argyle High School, Argyle, TX
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